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Suddenly your Web server becomes unavailable. When you investigate, you realize that a flood of
packets is surging into your network. You have just become one of the hundreds of thousands of
victims of a denial-of-service attack, a pervasive and growing threat to the Internet. What do you
do? Internet Denial of Service sheds light on a complex and fascinating form of computer attack
that impacts the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of millions of computers worldwide. It tells
the network administrator, corporate CTO, incident responder, and student how DDoS attacks are
prepared and executed, how to think about DDoS, and how to arrange computer and network
defenses. It also provides a suite of actions that can be taken before, during, and after an attack.
Inside, you&#39;ll find comprehensive information on the following topics How denial-of-service
attacks are waged How to improve your network&#39;s resilience to denial-of-service attacks What
to do when you are involved in a denial-of-service attack The laws that apply to these attacks and
their implications How often denial-of-service attacks occur, how strong they are, and the kinds of
damage they can cause Real examples of denial-of-service attacks as experienced by the attacker,
victim, and unwitting accomplices The authors&#39; extensive experience in handling
denial-of-service attacks and researching defense approaches is laid out clearly in practical,
detailed terms.
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'Internet Denial of Service' (IDOS) is an excellent book by expert authors. IDOS combines sound

advice with a fairly complete examination of the denial of service (DoS) problem set. Although the
authors write from the DoS point of view, as a network security monitoring advocate I found myself
agreeing with many of their insights. Since there are no other books dedicated to DoS, I was very
pleased to find this one is a powerful resource for managers and technicians alike.IDOS features
some of the best minds on DoS research available. Everyone has heard of Dave Dittrich, but I found
the work of lead author Jelena Mirkovic to be particularly valuable. Peter Reiher and long-time DoS
researcher Sven Dietrich also give the project considerable weight. All four authors work for or with
universities, and IDOS reflects this academic connection by frequently citing papers and DoS
research. For example, chapter 7 describe DoS mitigation approaches and Appendix C examines
the best available data on DoS techniques. I would encourage other authors to make similar
references to the academic community and not write in a literary vacuum.By making references to
outside works, IDOS successfully avoids repeating material published elsewhere. Chapter 6 was
probably my favorite section, including much distilled wisdom and advice on responding to DoS
attacks. I welcomed the authors' frequent recommendations to collect session and full content data.
It is often impossible to detect and respond to attacks without this sort of network-based evidence.
This point is often lost on vendors or consultants who lack experience performing incident
response.I had minor problems with the book. First, I would have liked more technical detail in
chapter 6.

There are obviously a multitude of ways an attacker can take your site down. One way is via a
denial of service attack. There's a new book out that covers just that attack in great detail: Internet
Denial Of Service - Attack and Defense Mechanisms by Jelena Mirkovic, Sven Dietrich, David
Dittrich, and Peter Reiher (Prentice Hall).Chapter list: Introduction; Understanding Denial of Service;
History of DoS and DDos; How Attacks Are Waged; An Overview of DDoS Defenses; Detailed
Defense Approaches; Survey of Research Defense Approaches; Legal Issues; Conclusions;
Glossary; Survey of Commercial Defense Approaches; DDoS data; References; IndexGoing into
this book, I can say I knew about the basics of a Denial of Service (DoS) and Distributed Denial of
Service (DDoS) attack. What I didn't understand is how sophisticated they've become. The book
covers (in deep detail) how bot or zombie networks are developed and utilized to launch these types
of attacks. I didn't realize that it's relatively easy to acquire a bot network of over 100000 clients who
can flood a site with packets. And it's not even necessary to use them all at once. Attacks can start
with a fraction of the clients, and then escalate as the victim attempts to filter packets or add
bandwidth. It's a scary thing. The authors also cover the various issues involved in the defense of

these types of attacks. Filtering might work, but it can be difficult to find the correct filtering
parameters that don't also drop legitimate traffic. And due to the distributed nature of the attack, it
can be nearly impossible to find the culprit, and worse, to prevent it from happening again.Walking
away from this book, you don't get a warm, fuzzy feeling about the current situation.
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